With the rapid development of computer network, the sharing of various network resources is further strengthened, and the information security problem is becoming more and more prominent. In fact, resource sharing and security has always been a contradiction. In an open network environment, a large number of information sharing is bound to provide criminals with the target of attack. As far as the current situation of network security is concerned, the main security threats of computer network system come from three aspects: hacker attack, computer virus and denial of service attack. Hacker attacks emerged as early as the host terminal era, As the network continues to evolve, modern hackers have changed from system-based attacks to network-based attacks. Based on the study of the security framework of the encryption system in the network system, this paper puts forward the programming method of network security application based on the encryption machine framework. The proposed encryption method proposed in the paper can be applied to the current network security encryption architecture; can provide easy-to-use and high-performance network security solutions for service.
control in regard to the information received and issued in the use of the network, and pay attention to the backup processing of information to ensure that the the minimum losses suffered by the virus. In recent years, the technologies related to the network security emerge in endlessly, such as virus firewall technology and secret security management and intelligent access control technology, smart card technology, digital signature technology, intelligent authentication technology and some other technical means. These new technologies can effectively protect the network security, and provide multiple securities for the overall security of network engineering, Effectively preventing the virus intrusion or impersonate user access from affecting the safety of network engineering.
Host encryption machine is a domestic self-developed host encryption device getting through the identification and approval of national commercial password administration, encryption machine and host use TCP / IP protocol communication, so encryption machine have no any special requirements on the operation system of host machine. Through the application of encryption machines, it provides computer network systems with secure data communications services, to prevent all kinds of fraud conduct from happening online .
Generally speaking, there are four main functions of the encryption module: Hardware encryption components, key management menu, encryption background process, Encryption monitoring procedures and background monitoring process.
The main function of hardware encryption components is to achieve all kinds of cryptographic algorithms, security keys, such as the root key of CA and so on. By providing the front-end API for the application system to build the cryptographic development connector, the application system encrypts the encryption service by using the cryptographic foreground API , while the encryption front-end API is provided in the form of a standard C library. The encryption machine supports a variety of commonly used international cipher algorithms, currently, the widely used symmetric encryption algorithm are DES and 3DES.
For the system applications of the need to use encryption system for network information encryption, generally involving in financial transactions or sensitive information, such as the telecommunications charge system, the bank trading system, government information release system and so on. In these systems, if you use non-encrypted system network security settings, will inevitably have a risk. If you use a simple software encryption settings, the probability of system security being cracked will be great. Therefore, this paper mainly illustrates how to use hardware-level encryption technology for these networks in need of encryption machine to achieve the purpose of preventing security risks.
Generally speaking, the encryption machine uses a three-tier key system, and functions of the different keys (especially the work of the key) has been done a strict restrictions on the use. The general key stratification system is shown in Fig. 1 below.
Figure 1. Key stratification system

Conclusion
The considerations of network engineering in security should pay attention to network data and virus problems simultaneously, as well as fire and radiation and other issues. Network security technology in order to achieve the safety of the user network, access resources, the protection system, the prevention of virus intrusion and filtering information have been effectively protected. However, network security technology, after all, is only one aspect of network engineering security, when using network security technology, we should artificially strengthen the awareness of protecting network engineering, setting relevant protection regulation and management measures to achieve the greatest degree to avoid the occurrence of network security risks. This paper, through the core-level master key, transmission master key and data exchange level work key, illustrating the application of 3 layer key system in the security of network. How to set the encryption machine in the application of network security and The principle of how to use the encryption machine to provide the foreground API for network security application is explained.
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